YPPERLIG
COLLECTION
THE BEAUTY OF BASICS BY IKEA AND HAY

PH146028 YPPERLIG chair with armrest CHF 59.95 403.465.80

The beauty of basics
This October IKEA launches their latest collaboration, done with the Danish
design company HAY. The collection includes a wide variety of products, from
larger pieces such as sofas and coffee tables all the way to smaller accessories
like an updated version of the iconic blue IKEA bag.
By combining materials, colours and production techniques, YPPERLIG is a
collection of basics adapted to modern needs and wants. A contemporary yet
ageless collection – just like the pieces themselves.
“At IKEA, we are curious about the world. We believe in working with others
because together we can accomplish so much more, offering better products
and solutions to the many people.”
- Marcus Engman, Head of Design at IKEA of Sweden.
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Say hello to HAY
Mette and Rolf Hay are the husband-and-wife duo behind the design
company HAY. Founded in Copenhagen Denmark in 2002, HAY focuses on
creating furniture with an eye for modern living using sophisticated industrial
manufacturing. The couple draw inspiration from places such as architecture,
fashion and art, resulting in pieces that have a straightforward, functional and
aesthetic design. Simply put, a company that’s the perfect fit for IKEA.
“From the start, we were very clear with IKEA that we wanted this collaboration
to be true to IKEA, meaning honest and substantial products at an affordable
price that could be around for a long time.”
-Mette Hay
Read the full interview on page 22
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IKEA and HAY – stronger together
Although IKEA and HAY work in the same industry, this collaboration was never
about two competitors working against each other, but instead was about
leveraging creativity and experience through a strong partnership. While IKEA
have deep knowledge around production, HAY is passionate about design,
and YPPERLIG is the result of this combination. If problems arose during the
collaboration they were solved quickly and innovatively – and in true IKEA
fashion this usually happened on the factory floor. Throughout the process
the two companies continuously challenged each other, carefully fine-tuning
each product until both parties were content with the outcome. The result is
an affordable collection full of basic, everyday products created to be used and
loved year after year. A collection with a high design value that takes the best of
two worlds, showing the true greatness of collaboration.
“There was a lot of work, but it was never a struggle, one of the reasons being
that HAY and IKEA are both driven by production. Yes, we’re designers but
we also have a genuine passion for how things are made. To other designers
wishing to work with IKEA, I can only say: it certainly helps to have an
understanding of industrial production. So many decisions are made on the
factory floor, so you better be there.”
-Rolf Hay
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PH146014 YPPERLIG three-seat sofa-bed CHF 599.00 303.465.90
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PH146024 YPPERLIG coffee table CHF 49.95 903.465.92

PH146023 YPPERLIG three-seat sofa-bed CHF 599.00 303.465.90

Sometimes, what look simple is actually rather difficult to achieve. Like with
the YPPERLIG sofa bed. The team wanted a product that offered more than
good looks, meaning a really great night’s sleep. However, getting the right
construction and stability was a real challenge. They solved this by using a
spring mattress as the seat. The result is a well-designed sofa that offers
around-the-clock comfort and convenience. Sweet dreams indeed!
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PH146015 YPPERLIG table CHF 249.00 303.465.90
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PH146029 YPPERLIG chair with armrest CHF 59.95 403.465.80

PH146027 YPPERLIG vase CHF 29.95 303.465.71

Plank tables have always been a big part of Scandinavian furniture tradition. So
it came as no surprise that HAY wanted to create a modern take on it. Using the
latest board-on-frame technique that offers extra durability, combined with solid
wood legs and a metal under frame, the outcome is a stable, white stained ash
veneer table with a clean and natural look.
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PH146020 YPPERLIG bench CHF 49.95 403.453.78
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PH146032 YPPERLIG carrier bag, large CHF 1.95

Everyone loves a good makeover! Considering that the IKEA bag is one of the
most recognized IKEA products in the world, Mette wanted to give it something
new while still honoring the original, so without changing the size or material
she worked with the colours and the weaving patterns. The bag comes in three
different colours, and the team also made a version that’s extra durable due to
the nylon strap going all the way around the bottom of the bag.
“It’s one of the most known and used IKEA products, but one that no one
appreciates as a design object. We kept its measurements and updated it in
new patterns and colours. It’s a celebration of this iconic product.”
- Mette Hay
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PH146033 YPPERLIG mirror CHF 19.95 703.461.02

These mirrors are made of metal and come in three different sizes and colours,
making them ideal for all kinds of spaces around the home. They also have the
convenient feature of a little shelf, perfect for all those little knick-knacks we’ve
all got laying around. It’s even been tested for humidity so it’s fine for bathroom
use.
“We didn’t want to do something that was just a marketing stunt, but
something that was beautiful, well-made and usable. Really good products
made by IKEA and sprinkled with a bit of HAY.”
- Mette Hay
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PH146017 YPPERLIG stationary set CHF 9.95 703.461.02
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HAY wanted to create a lamp that was extremely slim, which really challenged
the way IKEA usually produces lamps. There was a lot of going back and forth
with this, but everyone is super happy with the outcome: an unusually slim
LED-lamp with a built-in touch dimmer that lets you adjust the light with just
the touch of your finger. It also gives you a good, non-glare light that can be
directed to where you want it thanks to the adjustable head.
“It’s been really good team work and I hope people will see that because great
design and product development is all about team work - for us there is no
solitaire genius.”
- Marcus Engman, Head of Design at IKEA of Sweden.

PH146026 YPPERLIG LED table lamp CHF 39.95 803.461.30
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PH146035 YPPERLIG armchair CHF 69.95 203.465.81
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PH146016 YPPERLIG nest of tables, set of 3 CHF 69.95 803.453.76

“One of our darlings in the collections is the “monobloc chair” that’s made with
an injection mould – a mould in the shape of the chair that’s then filled with a
single shot of liquid plastic. The shot takes around 30 seconds, and what comes
out is a beautiful, comfortable, and strong yet light chair. We liked it so much
that we made dining chair model, and a lower lounge chair too. It’s even been
approved for public use.”
- Rolf Hay
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PH146022 YPPERLIG wall shelf CHF 14.95 903.461.39
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PH146021 YPPERLIG stool CHF 29.95 203.453.79

“We learned a lot of things from this collaboration that we can apply to our own
company: the simplicity in the IKEA supply chain, and making something that’s
complex more simple and therefore better and less expensive. We also learned
a lot about creating the best tools and strong solutions, and dealing with flat
pack challenges.”
- Rolf Hay
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PH146034 YPPERLIG cushion cover CHF 5.95 103.463.79

Textiles are a big part of the YPPERLIG collection. Most of the cushion covers
have different patterns on each side, making them extra playful and versatile,
and are an affordable way to add personality and softness to a room.
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PH146018 YPPERLIG shelving unit CHF 99.00 203.465.76
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“When creating accessories I like to go close to fashion and trends
and I think that the accessories we’re developing together for this
collection will make people see some of the most well known IKEA
products in a different way.”

- Mette Hay

PH146031 YPPERLIG candle holder CHF 4.95 703.463.24
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PH146025 YPPERLIG two-seat sofa CHF 299.00 803.465.97

Inspired by an early 1950’s sofa, this single moulded sofa was
something IKEA weren’t quite sure they’d be able to achieve, as
they’d never done anything like it before. Again it just shows that
with a bit of stubborness and hard work, you usually get what you
want. MARKET SPECIFIC.
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HAY joining hands with IKEA
What happens when you mix a
Danish design company with a
Swedish furniture retailer? That’s
what IKEA wanted to find out by
joining hands with HAY. The result is YPPERLIG, a collection that
shows the true greatness of collaboration.
Founded by Mette and Rolf Hay, HAY is
a Danish design company that stretches from architecture to fashion and
that’s synonymous with contemporary
design. Simply put: a natural choice
for IKEA when looking for collaborators.
While the two companies have a
shared perspective on design, part of
the collaboration’s success also comes
from having a shared perspective on
values. And here, openness has been
key.

“We felt immediately that IKEA was a
very open culture, so they were not
afraid of sharing. From my point of
view, that’s one of the reasons why I
was attracted to working with them,
that we could actually learn something
from one another,” says Rolf.
Mette agrees, “I think the times we
are living in is so much about sharing
experiences, the future is so much
about collaborations. I feel that it is
about doing the right collaborations,
where both parties are bringing something to the table, and with IKEA and
HAY I really felt that we both brought
a lot to the table, and we did this together.”
Passion for production
Another thing that HAY and IKEA have
in common is their interest in production, which sure helps considering that
many decisions impacting the final
design are made on the factory floor.
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So which products from the YPPERLIG
collection are especially dear to them?
Being mostly focused on the larger
furniture pieces of the collection, Rolf’s
darling is the monoblock chair, a dining chair made with an injection mould
using a single shot of liquid plastic.
The shot takes about 30 seconds, and
out comes a comfortable, strong yet
light chair that’s even suitable for public use. The team liked it so much that
they also made a dining chair model,
as well as a lower lounge chair.
Updating an IKEA icon
When working with her own brand,
Mette’s passion lies with the accessories. So when it came to YPPERLIG,
it was only natural that this would be
her focus too. Mette’s vision was all
about giving new life to some of the
most iconic IKEA pieces, and one of
the products that were chosen was the
IKEA blue bag. She was very nervous
about approaching IKEA on the subject, as it’s such an icon. Good thing
she did though, as the collection now
contains three new versions of the
bag, all of which are still true to the
original version, but now with a twist
of HAY.

“The blue bag is one of the most
widely known and used IKEA products
– but one that no one appreciates as
a design object. So we kept its dimensions, and updated it in new patterns
and colours. It’s a celebration of this
iconic product,” says Mette.
A collaboration full of learnings
What did the couple most discover
from the collaboration with IKEA?
“We learned a lot of things from this
collaboration that we can apply to our
own company: the simplicity in the
IKEA supply chain, and making something that’s complex more simple and
therefore better and less expensive.
We also learned a lot about creating
the best tools and strong solutions,
and dealing with flat pack challenges,”
says Rolf Hay.
At the end of the day, YPPERLIG is a
collection that very much represents
the vision that both Mette and Rolf
had when taking on the project: a collection that’s a celebration of basics;
where products are clever yet understated, all with a timeless quality that
ages beautifully.

HAY facts
Names:
Rolf and Mette Hay, the husband-and-wife duo behind HAY: the design and
furniture company.
From:
Copenhagen, Denmark
Background:
Rolf began his design career working for various design companies in Denmark
and teaching himself design and design development, while Mette’s parents
ran a design store. They founded HAY in 2002, and HAY Mini Market, a pop-up
accessories concept shop, in 2014.
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Products and product info

PE657482

PE633816

PE633820

PE633891

PE633892

YPPERLIG two-seat sofa
CHF 299

YPPERLIG two-seat sofa
CHF 299

YPPERLIG three-seat sofa-bed
CHF 599

YPPERLIG armchair CHF 69.95

YPPERLIG armchair CHF 89.95

Cover: 100% polyester. Legs: Powder coated steel. Designer: HAY.
W152×D76, H92cm. Gunnared dark
grey 803.465.97

The wider seat angle makes the
sofa feel deeper and you sit more
comfortably. Cover: 65% polyester
and 35% cotton. Designer: HAY.
W186×D84, H84cm. Orrsta blackblue 003.465.96

Mattress pad included. Cover: 65%
polyester and 35% cotton. Designer: HAY. W200×D80, H85cm. Bed
size 70×200cm. Orrsta light grey
303.465.90

Can be stacked to save space when
not in use. Reinforced polypropylene plastic. Designer: HAY.
W62×D64, H72cm.
Light grey 203.465.81

Can be stacked to save space when
not in use. Reinforced polypropylene plastic and 100% polyester.
Designer: HAY. W62×D64, H72cm.
Gunnared dark grey 803.465.78

PE633864

PE633865

PE633866

PE633812

PE633890

YPPERLIG chair with armrests,
in/outdoor cHF 59.95

YPPERLIG chair with armrests,
in/outdoor CHF 59.95

YPPERLIG chair with armrests,
in/outdoor CHF 69.95

YPPERLIG table CHF 249.00

YPPERLIG bench CHF 49.95

Can be stacked to save space when
not in use. Reinforced polypropylene plastic. Designer: HAY.
W55×D51, H83cm.
Light grey 603.465.79

Can be stacked to save space when
not in use. Reinforced polypropylene plastic. Designer: HAY.
W55×D51, H83cm.
Green 403.465.80

Can be stacked to save space when
not in use. Reinforced polypropylene plastic and 100% polyester.
Designer: HAY. W55×D51, H83cm.
Gunnared dark grey 003.465.77

Solid wood, veneer and steel are
durable materials that are easy to
keep clean. Tinted, clear lacquered ash veneer and solid birch.
Designer: HAY. L200×W90, H74cm.
803.465.83

Solid beech is a hard-wearing natural material. Clear lacquered solid
beech. Designer: HAY. W100×D27,
H46cm. 403.453.78

PE633814

PE633821

PE633827

PE633869

PE633819

YPPERLIG stool CHF 29.95

YPPERLIG nest of tables, set of
3 CHF 69.95

YPPERLIG magazine stand
CHF 19.95

YPPERLIG coffee table
CHF 49.95

YPPERLIG shelving unit
CHF 99.00

Can be used individually or be
pushed together to save space.
Clear lacquered solid beech. Designer: HAY. Sizes: 55×40×60.1cm,
40×40×42cm and 40×25×24.2cm.
803.453.76

Low weight; easy to move. Powder
coated steel. Designer: HAY.
L55×W36, H67cm. Dark grey
103.461.24

Solid birch is a hard-wearing natural material. Powder coated steel
and clear lacquered solid birch.
Designer: HAY. Ø50, H40cm. Dark
grey/birch 903.465.92

Solid birch is a hard-wearing natural material. Powder coated steel
and clear lacquered solid birch.
Designer: HAY. W150×D35, H90cm.
Light grey/birch 203.465.76

Solid beech is a hard-wearing natural material. Clear lacquered solid
beech. Designer: HAY. W32×D27,
H46cm. 203.453.79

PE633818

PE633782

PE633824

YPPERLIG shelving unit
CHF 99.00

YPPERLIG wall shelf CHF 14.95

YPPERLIG mirror CHF 19.95

A small and decorative storage
solution that you can hang behind
a door or in another narrow
space. Clear lacquered solid birch.
Designer: HAY. W54×D4, H100cm.
903.461.39

Powder coated steel and glass.
Designer: HAY. W45×D4, H46cm.
White 703.461.02

Solid birch is a hard-wearing natural material. Powder coated steel
and clear lacquered solid birch.
Designer: HAY. W90×D35, H166cm.
Light grey/birch 403.465.75
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Products and product info

PE633826

PE633825

PE636063

PE636064

PE633784

YPPERLIG mirror CHF 11.95

YPPERLIG mirror CHF 14.95
Powder coated steel and glass.
Designer: HAY. W30×D4.3, H40cm.
Green 903.461.01

YPPERLIG LED floor lamp CHF
59.95

YPPERLIG vase CHF 29.95

Powder coated steel and glass. Designer: HAY. W30×D4.3, H25.7cm.
Dark red 503.461.03

YPPERLIG LED table lamp CHF
39.95
Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. H44cm. IKEA. Model
B1612F YPPERLIG. This luminaire
contains built-in LED lamps: A++ to
A. Light grey 303.461.04

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. H122cm. IKEA. Model
G1608F YPPERLIG. This luminaire
contains built-in LED lamps: A++ to
A. Dark grey 303.461.23

PE633791

PE633815

PE633811

PE634556

PE633793

YPPERLIG vase CHF 19.95

YPPERLIG stationery set
CHF 9.95

YPPERLIG tealight holder CHF
7.95/3 pack.

YPPERLIG tealight holder for 3
tealights CHF 7.95

YPPERLIG tray CHF 9.95

Combine and stack as you want.
Comprises: 1 pen cup (Ø8,
H10.5cm), 2 containers (Ø8, H3cm)
and 1 tape dispenser (Ø8, H3cm).
Aluminium. Designer: HAY. Black
803.461.30

You can also use the tealight
holders for regular candles. Powder
coated aluminium. Designer: HAY.
H5.8cm. Grey 603.461.31

You can also use the tealight
holders for regular candles. Powder
coated aluminium. Designer: HAY.
L19.6×W5, H4.7cm. Dark grey
403.461.32

PE633794

PE633795

PE633796

PE633881

PE633880

YPPERLIG tray CHF 6.95

YPPERLIG tray CHF 6.95

YPPERLIG tray CHF 3.95

Laminated paper board. Designer: HAY. L50×W16cm. Green
303.463.40

Laminated paper board. Designer: HAY. L33×W33cm. Dark blue
503.463.39

Laminated paper board. Designer:
HAY. L28×W20cm. Dark red/light
green 703.463.38

YPPERLIG candle holder
CHF 4.95

YPPERLIG candle holder
CHF 4.95

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. Ø11, H5.1cm. Green
903.463.23

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. Ø11, H5.1cm. Light green
203.461.33

PE633882

PE633884

PE633885

PE633883

PE633822

YPPERLIG candle holder
CHF 4.95

YPPERLIG box with lid CHF 9.95

YPPERLIG box with lid CHF 6.95

YPPERLIG box with lid CHF 4.95

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. W21×D20, H12cm. Green
503.461.36

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. W16×D15, H12cm. Blue
303.461.37

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. W9×D8, H6cm. Light
green 703.461.35

YPPERLIG paper napkin CHF
1.95/30 pack.

Hand-painted by a skilled craftsman. Stoneware. Designer: HAY.
H23cm. Green 503.465.70

Powder coated aluminium. Designer: HAY. Ø11, H5.1cm. Dark grey
703.463.24

Hand-painted by a skilled craftsman. Stoneware. Designer: HAY.
H30cm. Brown 303.465.71

Laminated paper board. Designer: HAY. L58×W38cm. Dark red
003.463.32

The napkin is highly absorbent because it’s made of three-ply paper.
Designer: HAY. L33×W33cm. White
903.465.68
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Products and product info

PE633823

PE633797

PE633801

PE633800

PE639338

YPPERLIG paper napkin CHF
1.95/30 pack.

YPPERLIG throw CHF 9.95

YPPERLIG throw CHF 9.95

YPPERLIG throw CHF 9.95

The throw keeps its smooth and
soft surface since both sides have
an anti-pilling finish. 100% polyester. Designer: HAY. W130×L170cm.
Dark green 103.461.38

The throw keeps its smooth and
soft surface since both sides have
an anti-pilling finish. 100% polyester. Designer: HAY. W130×L170cm.
Green 503.463.20

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

The napkin is highly absorbent because it’s made of three-ply paper.
Designer: HAY. L33×W33cm. Light
brown 703.465.69

The throw keeps its smooth and
soft surface since both sides have
an anti-pilling finish. 100% polyester. Designer: HAY. W130×L170cm.
Light grey 303.463.21

PE639340

PE639332

PE639335

PE639337

PE639336

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Dark red/dotted
103.463.79

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Black/white
803.463.85

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Dark blue/
striped 603.463.86

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Dark red/striped
103.463.84

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Pink/dotted
703.463.81

PE639339

PE639333

PE639357

PE633875

PE633878

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG cushion cover
CHF 5.95

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Light green/
dotted 903.463.80

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Blue/dotted
303.463.83

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Dark blue/dotted 203.463.88

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Green/
white 403.463.49

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Dark
red/white 003.463.51

PE633877

PE633879

PE633873

PE633872

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

YPPERLIG carrier bag, large
CHF 1.95

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Green
203.463.50

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Dark
red 003.463.46

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Yellow
603.463.48

Also suitable for waste sorting.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
HAY. W36×D37, H35cm. 71l. Yellow/
black 803.463.47

The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. Designer:
HAY. L50×W50cm. Green/dotted
503.463.82
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